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MEMORANDUM 

TO: CAPTAIN CHRISTOPHER BERGNER 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 

Homicide Bureau 

1 Cupania Circle 

Monterey Park, California 91755 

FROM: JUSTICE SYSTEM INTEGRITY DIVISION 

Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office 

SUBJECT: Officer Involved Shooting of Robert Corral 

J.S.I.D. File #16-0392 

L.A.S.D. File #016-07435-0380-055

DATE:  June 28, 2018 

The Justice System Integrity Division of the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office has 

completed its review of the August 7, 2016, non-fatal shooting of Robert Corral by Los Angeles 

Sheriff’s Department (LASD) Deputy Ruben Quintero.  We have determined that there is 

insufficient evidence to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Quintero’s shooting of Corral was 

unlawful.    

The District Attorney’s Command Center was notified of this shooting on August 7, 2016, at 

approximately 1:47 p.m.  The District Attorney Response Team responded to the location.  They 

were given a briefing and walk-through of the scene. 

The following analysis is based on reports, recorded interviews, cellular phone data, and 

photographs submitted to this office by the LASD Homicide Bureau.  Court transcripts and a 

voluntary statement by Deputy Quintero were also considered as part of this analysis. 

FACTUAL ANALYSIS 

Overview 

LASD Special Enforcement Bureau (SEB) Deputy Ruben Quintero observed a vandalism in 

progress in the City of Lennox and commenced a felony vandalism investigation.  Three male 

suspects fled and were later found in a nearby residence.  With the assistance of backup units, 

Quintero detained two of the three vandalism suspects.  While clearing the residence to locate the 

remaining suspect, Quintero entered a bathroom with a shower stall covered by a shower curtain.  

Quintero pushed the shower curtain aside and the outstanding suspect extended his hands toward 

Quintero’s drawn service weapon.  A deputy involved shooting occurred and the suspect 

sustained a non-fatal wound to his right elbow.   
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Law Enforcement Officer Statements 

On Sunday, August 7, 2016, at approximately 12:00 p.m., Quintero drove a marked LASD 

vehicle through the City of Lennox, en route to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) on 

official LASD business.1  Quintero drove northbound on Inglewood Avenue from 104th Street 

and observed a male, later identified as Brian F., on the east sidewalk in front of 

Inglewood Avenue.   

[This space intentionally left blank.] 

1 As a member of the SEB “Duty Team,” Quintero was assigned to pick up an individual from LAX who would be 

attending a SWAT training.  Quintero was wearing a green uniform with markings clearly identifying him as an 

LASD deputy. 

Figure 1. Undated Google map with overhead view of Inglewood Avenue, north of 104th Street.  The shooting 
occurred at  Inglewood Avenue, a short distance south of the original vandalism investigation. 
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Brian F. was moving his body up and down as he spray-painted “Lennox 13”2 on a four-foot-

high concrete wall in front of the location.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Wall in front of  Inglewood Avenue with Lennox 13 graffiti observed by Quintero. 

Quintero stopped in the street adjacent to Brian F., exited his vehicle, and began walking toward 

him.  Brian F. appeared to be unaware of Quintero’s presence.  Quintero heard a whistle from 

behind and looked back to see two men, later identified as Christian R. and Robert Corral, 

standing directly across the street on the west sidewalk looking at him. 

 

Quintero continued to walk toward Brian F., who was still spray-painting the wall with his right 

hand.  At the sound of a second whistle, Brian F. immediately turned around and looked at 

Quintero.  Brian F. quickly crouched behind an adjacent parked car and stood up with a spray 

can in his left hand, facing Quintero.  Quintero ordered Brian F. to walk toward him, but Brian F. 

turned away, raised the spray can to his mouth, and inhaled a portion of the contents.  Quintero 

believed Brian F. consumed spray paint based on his earlier observations, but quickly realized 

that Brian F. had inhaled compressed gas from a “Dust Off”-brand electronics duster.3   

                                                           
2 Lennox 13 is a local criminal street gang.  A down arrow next to a gang name indicates the location is claimed by 

the gang as part of their territory. 
3 Electronics dusters are cans of compressed gas used to remove dust and debris from electronics components such 

as keyboards.  “Dust-Off” contains difluoroethane, and is commonly consumed for a euphoric effect.  Later the 

same day in a follow-up investigation, detectives located an aerosol can of rubberized automotive undercarriage 

spray in the yard of  Inglewood Avenue.  Testing revealed the contents to be consistent with the spray material 

Brian F. used to vandalize the south portion of the wall. 
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As Quintero tried to engage Brian F. regarding the graffiti, as well as for possibly being under 

the influence, Christian R. and Corral stepped into the street and approached Quintero from 

behind.  Christian R. repeatedly questioned, “What’s going on?  Why are you bothering him?”  

Quintero advised both men to step back to the sidewalk, and they complied.  Quintero turned his 

attention back to Brian F. who had begun walking southbound on Inglewood Avenue away from 

Quintero.  Quintero ordered him several times to stop, but Brian F. did not comply.  Christian R. 

and Corral approached Quintero a second time, and Christian R. repeated his earlier verbal 

challenges more forcefully.  Quintero noted Christian R.’s aggressive physical posture, in which 

he “tensed up…stiffened up with his shoulders.  He had his arm tense, almost like he was going 

to clench his fists, and he was walking towards me.”4   

 

Christian R. came within a few feet of Quintero, and Corral stood immediately behind Christian 

R.  Based on their behavior and proximity, Quintero felt unsafe and believed Christian R. and 

Corral would physically engage him in order to interfere with his attempt to contact Brian F.  

Quintero felt compelled at that time to turn his full attention toward the two men.  He faced them 

and firmly stated, “Hey, back up!”  Christian R. continued to engage Quintero.  Corral looked in 

Brian F.’s direction and said, “Take off!” sweeping his hand in a ‘go’ motion.  When Quintero 

looked back in Brian F.’s direction moments later, Brian F. was gone.  Christian R. and Corral 

then walked back to the west sidewalk and left the location.  Quintero believed all three men 

were under the influence of an intoxicant because they manifested symptoms, including red eyes.  

Brian F. was also unsteady on his feet and staggered as he walked.5 

 

Quintero had concluded that all three men were Lennox 13 gang members based on the Lennox 

13 graffiti, tattoos observed on each of the men, and Quintero’s knowledge that the location was 

a Lennox 13 gang area.6   Quintero determined that Brian F. was “tagging” the wall for the 

benefit of the gang and that Christian R. and Corral were acting as lookouts.7  He also noted that 

Christian R. and Corral emerged from, and returned to, an apartment complex known as a 

Lennox 13 hangout.  After Christian R. and Corral walked away, Quintero returned to his vehicle 

and called for backup as he drove southbound to look for Brian F.  Quintero did not find him and 

decided to depart for the airport.  As he continued to drive, however, Quintero saw Brian F. 

standing outside a residence at  Inglewood Avenue, several hundred feet south of the 

vandalism location.  Quintero recognized the house as a Lennox 13 gang hangout.  Quintero 

stopped in front of the location, exited his vehicle and ordered Brian F. to approach him.  Brian 

F. again refused to comply, walked into the house, and closed the door behind him.   

 

At about that time, local Lennox patrol deputies James Delgadillo and Cecilio Felix arrived.  

Quintero briefed them on the earlier events and explained that the vandalism suspects were 

                                                           
4Testimony of Quintero in People v. Christian R., criminal case number YA095001.  Hearing date on November 3, 

2016.  Transcript page 38. 
5 Brian F. later stated during his arrest, “We didn’t do nothing wrong, we were just hitting the can.”  Brian F. also 

recalled Christian R. had purchased a beer at the store before Quintero arrived. 
6 Quintero had been assigned to Lennox Station from 2006 to 2012.  In his time patrolling the Lennox area, he had 

become familiar with local gangs, gang culture and gang hangouts, including those of Lennox 13.  All three men 

were later confirmed to be documented, active Lennox 13 gang members. 
7 Quintero knew from his Lennox patrol experience that gang members commonly aided fellow gang members 

engaged in criminal activity – such as spraying gang graffiti – by alerting them to police presence.  The lookout 

would commonly signal with a whistle.   
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inside the residence.  Delgadillo took a position to the rear of the location and Felix remained 

with Quintero in front of the house.  Moments later, Christian R. came to the doorway from 

within the house and asked Quintero and Felix, “What’s going on?  What seems to be the 

problem?”   

 

Quintero saw Brian F. in the house and told Christian R. to have him come out, and then asked 

both Christian R. and Brian F. to come out to him.  Quintero intended at that time to arrest them 

for vandalism and gang loitering.  Christian R. complied and Felix detained him pending the 

investigation.  As Felix walked Christian R. to the patrol car, Quintero saw Brian F. through the 

open doorway inhaling from the duster can, sweating profusely, swaying side to side, and with 

bloodshot eyes. 

 

Quintero entered the residence and attempted to handcuff Brian F. but Brian F. became resistive.  

Quintero placed his body weight on Brian F. and leaned him onto a small couch adjacent to the 

front door.  Brian F. yelled in protest and his sister, Barbara B., came out of her bedroom directly 

across from the small couch.  At Brian F.’s direction, she video recorded a portion of the arrest.8  

Quintero encouraged Barbara B. to record the events as evidence of Brian F.’s resistance.  

Quintero took the spray can from Brian F.’s hand and Brian F. continued to resist.  Felix returned 

from detaining Christian R. and convinced Brian F. to comply, at which point Quintero and Felix 

were able to arrest him without further incident.   

 

              
Figure 3.  Still frame of Snapchat video.  Behind Quintero to the left of the photo is the bathroom where the shooting occurred. 

                                                           
8 Barbara B. recorded a ten-second Snapchat video which depicts Quintero placing his left arm across Brian F.’s 

chest and holding Brian F.’s right wrist.  Brian F. is reclined, face up, on a small sofa, holding a spray can in his left 

hand.  Brian F. repeatedly yells, “Get the fuck out of my house.”  Quintero looks toward the camera and says, 

“Record it.  Record it.”   
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Felix called Delgadillo back to the front of the location.  Felix took Brian F. to the car, and 

Delgadillo and Quintero spoke with Barbara B. at the front door.  Barbara B. informed them that 

she lived at the location and Brian F. was her brother.  She indicated that Brian F. had belonged 

to the Lennox 13 gang when he was younger, but claimed he was no longer an active member.  

She indicated, however, that he had recently been arrested for inhaling the duster and for 

violating a gang injunction.9  She stated that earlier in the day, prior to Quintero’s arrival, Brian 

F. and his friends were at the house and had been getting high, inhaling from a computer duster 

can.   

 

Believing that all three suspects were members of the Lennox 13 criminal street gang, who often 

carry weapons, Quintero asked Barbara B. for consent to clear the house to ensure Corral was not 

hiding inside.  Barbara B. indicated she did not believe anyone else was in the residence, but 

invited them to check.  Delgadillo spoke loudly with Barbara B. so that anyone hiding in the 

house would hear their conversation.10  He specifically stated that they were sheriff’s deputies 

and that they intended to search the house for anyone hiding.  He also confirmed that Barbara B. 

was giving consent to the search.11   

 

Quintero asked her to step outside for her safety, and both Quintero and Delgadillo drew their 

service weapons.  They announced their presence inside the house, identified themselves as 

sheriff’s deputies, and asked if anyone else was inside.  No one responded.  Delgadillo secured 

the living room, while Quintero searched the adjacent bathroom located directly behind the sofa 

from which Brian F. had been yelling moments earlier.   

 

Quintero entered the bathroom, which consisted of an outer vestibule that opened into another 

section to the left.  Quintero peered into the section and observed a short, narrow corridor leading 

to a toilet straight ahead.  Quintero noted a shower stall on the left side of the corridor, covered 

by an opaque shower curtain.  The narrow corridor was raised one step above the vestibule, and 

the shower section was separated by another raised step.  Quintero placed one foot on the raised 

platform of the corridor outside the shower stall.  He had his service weapon drawn and extended 

in his right hand.   

 

 

 

[This space intentionally left blank.] 

 

                                                           
9 A gang injunction is a court order declaring a criminal street gang to be a public nuisance, and prohibiting certain 

conduct by its members, including congregating within a defined area.   
10 The small single-story house consisted of a living room, two bedrooms, a kitchen, and one bathroom.  All rooms 

were directly adjoined to the living room where the conversation between Barbara B. and the deputies occurred.   
11 In a separate interview, Barbara B. confirmed that she and the deputies were speaking loudly and clearly for 

anyone in the small house to hear their conversation. 
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  Figure 4. Left:  View from the bathroom vestibule, looking into the narrow corridor of the bathroom.             

 Right:  The shower area was to the left of the corridor; here, viewed from the vestibule.   

 

 

As Quintero pushed the shower curtain open with his left hand, he immediately saw Corral 

standing12 behind the curtain, his hands extended forward and within one foot of Quintero’s 

firearm.  Corral reached for Quintero’s gun.  Quintero simultaneously pushed the curtain and 

                                                           
12 A criminalist examined the two layers of shower curtain in the laboratory and determined that the bullet damage 

occurred at the lower left section of the curtains, approximately two feet above the bottom edge.   Accounting for the 

multi-level nature of the bathroom and Quintero’s statement that he only had one foot on the elevated platform, the 

location of the bullet holes appears consistent with Corral being seated or squatted. 

Figure 3.  Left:  The corridor was elevated one step above the vestibule.  The shower was separated by another raised step.  
Right:  Direct view into the shower stall from the raised platform of the corridor. 
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fired a single round, which struck Corral in the right elbow.  Quintero explained, “I don’t know 

which hand he went with…but I saw a hand come towards my gun,” and “I just reacted with this 

[left] hand, but at the same time I just fired because I thought he was going to grab…. He was 

coming at me.”  Quintero stated that the events occurred quickly due to the confined space and 

Corral’s proximity to Quintero’s firearm.   

 

Quintero explained that at the moment Corral reached toward the weapon, several factors were 

affecting his state of mind:  he believed the three men involved were Lennox 13 gang members; 

all were possibly under the influence of an intoxicating substance; during the vandalism 

investigation, Brian F. was noncompliant, and Christian R. and Corral aggressively challenged 

Quintero’s authority; Corral had not responded to the deputies’ calls to come out; Quintero knew 

that Lennox 13 gang members often carry guns; and Quintero had a tactical disadvantage due to 

the layout and confined space of the bathroom. 

 

In a report dated August 30, 2016, Quintero explained:  

 
As I pushed the shower curtain open, I immediately saw a male Hispanic standing with his back 

against the shower wall (approximately 1 foot away) attempting to hide from me.  The male 

lunged at me, with both of his arms extended and attempted to grab my weapon.  The male’s 

hands got within inches of my weapon.  I simultaneously clenched my left hand and swung my fist 

sideways striking his body, thereby preventing him from disarming me.  It appeared my initial arm 

strike had little to no effect.  The male…continued to attempt to grab my weapon with both of his 

hands.  Fearing he was going to grab my weapon and use it on me, and fearing I would fall back if 

he continued to lunge at me and grab my weapon, I had no choice but to fire my weapon at the 

suspect, who fell to the ground.   

 

When Corral fell to the ground, Quintero yelled, “Let me see your hands!  Keep your hands 

where I can see them!”  Corral complied.  Quintero assessed Corral’s condition and advised him 

that paramedics were on the way.  While they awaited medical assistance, Corral said something 

akin to, “I shouldn’t have come at you.”  When Quintero then asked, “Why didn’t you come 

out?” Corral responded, “My bad.  My bad.  I should have [come] out.”  Quintero handcuffed 

Corral and told him to try to relax.   

 

Delgadillo stated he was in the living room when he heard Quintero say, “Why’d you come at 

me?”  Corral responded, “Yeah, my bad.  My bad.  I shouldn’t have rushed you like that.”  

Quintero said, “Okay, let me handcuff you.  Put your hands behind your back.”  Corral 

responded, “All right.  All right.  All right.”  He complied with Quintero and allowed himself to 

be handcuffed.   

 

Deputy Ervin Francois of LASD SEB arrived shortly after the shooting.  Francois entered the 

location to check on Quintero, and Quintero told him that he had shot Corral once, hitting him in 

the arm.  Francois overheard part of a conversation between Quintero and Corral.  Francois did 

not pay much attention to their conversation because he characterized it as banter between the 

two men, but he confirmed hearing Corral say, among other things, that he was sorry.   
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Brian F. 

 

Brian F. stated he and Christian R. had known each other since childhood, but Corral was a “new 

friend.”13  Brian F. claimed past, but not current membership in Lennox 13, with a moniker of 

“Junior.”  When asked about a moniker of “Diablo,” Brian F. stated he was not known by the 

moniker.14 

 

Brian F. stated that earlier in the day, he was walking southbound on the east sidewalk of 

Inglewood Avenue toward his house.  Christian R. and Corral walked on the opposite side of the 

street so that they would not be associated with Brian F., because he was inhaling the contents of 

a duster can.  The three men were returning from a local store, from which Christian R. had 

purchased beer.  

  

Brian F. “took a hit” from the duster can just as a patrol car drove by him, and as he was standing 

directly in front of the tagged wall.  Quintero stopped the vehicle in the street, exited, and began 

to approach Brian F. on foot.  At that moment, Christian R. entered the street and engaged 

Quintero from behind, saying to him, “Dude, what are you doing?” and “What’s the problem?  

Leave him alone, he didn’t do nothing.”  As a result, Quintero’s attention was diverted and Brian 

F. walked away.  Brian F. turned into an apartment complex until Quintero drove away.  After 

Quintero left, Brian F., Christian R. and Corral went into Brian F.’s residence at  

Inglewood Avenue.   

 

A short time later, Christian R. opened the door to purchase another beer at the store.  Brian F. 

and Christian R. saw Quintero outside and within a minute another deputy arrived.  Quintero 

approached the house and asked Christian R., “Hey, where’s that guy at?”  Brian F., who was 

standing behind Christian R. at the front door, said, “I’m right here.  But this is my house, you 

have no right to come in here.  I wasn’t doing nothing.”  Brian F. said Quintero pushed Christian 

R. aside and grabbed Brian F. by the shoulders.  Brian F. pushed Quintero’s hands off his body 

and resisted him because he believed Quintero was in the wrong for entering without an arrest 

warrant.  Brian F.’s sister came out of the bedroom and Brian F. told her to record the incident.  

Brian F. acknowledged that Quintero did not use force beyond grabbing his shoulders.  Quintero 

never hit or kicked Brian F., and did not use pepper spray on him.   

 

Eventually Brian F. was taken to the patrol vehicle, at which point he heard a single gunshot 

from within the house.  Brian F. did not know whether Corral was in the backyard or the 

bathroom during his arrest.   

 

  

                                                           
13 Throughout the interview Brian F. consistently referred to Corral as “Albert.”  He also referred to him as “Willie.” 

Though Brian F. referred to Corral as a “new friend,” Corral stated that he and Brian F. were cousins. 
14 Multiple sources document Brian F.’s moniker as Diablo.  Evidence found in the residence was marked with the 

moniker, and text messages on Brian F.’s cellular phone identified him as Diablo. 
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Christian R.15 

 

Christian R. stated he was friends with Brian F. and Corral from school.  He stated they did not 

belong to a gang.  

 

Earlier in the day Christian R. saw an unknown police officer, later identified as Quintero, 

contacting Brian F.  Christian R. stated that Brian F. was not spraying graffiti,16 that he and 

Corral were not acting as lookouts, and that nobody whistled.  Christian R. acknowledged that he 

and Corral confronted Quintero in the street saying, “What’s the problem?” multiple times.  At 

one point, Quintero responded by saying, “Get the fuck back!” to which Christian R. responded, 

“Fuck you, bitch!” and “Fuck you, dude!”  Christian R. believed that Quintero “feared for his 

life” due to his and Corral’s confrontations.  Christian R. stated of Quintero, “I could see in his 

eyes that he’s scared.”   

 

Christian R. stated he went to the door to ask the deputies why they were there, and he was 

detained by Felix when he went outside.  Brian F. was inside the residence when Quintero saw 

him and “tackled” him.  According to Christian R., Corral was in the bathroom when the incident 

at the residence unfolded.  However, Corral was already in the bathroom when deputies arrived 

and did not go there to hide.  Christian R. was in the car when the deputy involved shooting 

occurred. 

 

Robert Corral 

 

Corral was interviewed at the hospital after he had been treated.  Corral admitted former 

membership in a tagging crew17 affiliated with the Lennox 13 street gang, but denied 

membership in the gang itself.  When asked about the men he was with earlier, he stated that he 

did not know Christian R. well, but Brian F. was his cousin. 

 

Corral gave ambiguous statements regarding his involvement during the graffiti investigation.  

He initially denied being present, but later stated he was in the area when the patrol car passed.  

He acknowledged that someone said, “un sheriff, un sheriff”18 and “jura,”19 and that somebody 

whistled at that time.  Corral said he had “seen the whole thing,” but did not clarify the 

statement.  At one point after Quintero left, Corral told Brian F., “Fool, you dumb.  You fucked 

up.”   

 

                                                           
15 Christian R. was interviewed in the county jail.  During the interview he was sweating, hyperactive, and had 

dilated pupils; he was unable to sit still; he frequently squatted or kneeled on his chair, and frequently laid his entire 

upper torso across the tabletop.  During the interview, Christian R. made numerous nonsensical statements unrelated 

to the current conversation, and often gave conflicting statements.  Due to his symptomology and his speech, the 

detectives believed he was possibly intoxicated or suffering from a psychological disorder.  However, he was still 

able to coherently provide information regarding events of the day.  
16 Christian R. asserted that Quintero must have stopped because he heard the sound of the aerosol can and assumed 

Brian F. was using spray paint on the wall. 
17 A tagging crew is a group that can be affiliated with a criminal street gang, but is not a criminal street gang itself.  

Tagging crews, and individual members within the crew, tag the name of the crew or individual monikers for 

recognition. 
18 Spanish, translating to, “a sheriff, a sheriff.” 
19 Spanish speakers often use the term “jura” as an informal reference to police. 
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Corral stated that after the patrol car had passed, Brian F., Christian R. and Corral walked 

together to Brian F.’s house.  Corral had to use the bathroom and had just sat on the toilet when 

he heard sheriff’s deputies trying to restrain Brian F.  He heard Brian F. say, “You can’t come 

in,” and “I know my rights.”  He heard Brian F. tell Barbara B. to record Quintero’s actions, 

stating, “Look what they’re doing to me.”  Corral panicked and hid in the shower behind a 

shower curtain, next to the toilet.  Corral could not explain why he panicked, other than to say, “I 

just got scared.” 

 

Corral stated he heard the deputies announce themselves and call for anyone hiding when Brian 

F. was being arrested.  At that time, he sat in the shower and raised his hands up so that he 

“could be ready when they come.”  When asked why he did not respond to the announcement, 

Corral then stated he did not have time to respond because Quintero made the announcement as 

he opened the shower curtain.  He said he was able to answer “Here, Officer.” in response, but he 

was immediately shot.  Corral was within one foot of the gun when Quintero opened the curtain.   

Quintero immediately closed the curtain and fired the round.   

 

As he gave further explanation about when he heard the announcement, Corral indicated again 

that it was during Brian F.’s arrest, saying, “I’m not just going to jump out to somebody getting 

restrained and get shot.” 

 

Corral indicated that after being shot, the only conversation that occurred was that of Corral 

asking for medical treatment and Quintero telling him that medical aid was on the way. 

 

Vandalism Investigation 

 

An anonymous concerned citizen told deputies that he saw Brian F. spraying graffiti on the wall 

when Quintero initially approached.  Quintero arrived and interrupted Brian F. as he was 

crouched down painting large letters with black spray paint.  Brian F. is a known and active 

Lennox 13 gang member who lives on Inglewood Avenue.   

 

A resident of one of the nearby houses indicated that the wall usually has gang graffiti on it.  The 

northern portion had been vandalized some days before the August 7 incident, but the southern 

portion where Brian F. was seen had been clean at least up to August 6, when the witness last 

observed it. 

 

After detectives interviewed Brian F., and several hours after Quintero contacted Brian F. at the 

wall, detectives investigated the vandalism at  Inglewood Avenue.   They determined that 

“Lennox 13” had been painted on the northern portion of the wall with what appeared to be 

smooth, glossy, black spray paint.  The graffiti on the southern portion of the wall where 

Quintero and other witnesses saw Brian F., was of a thicker, rubber-like substance with a 

“crinkle” finish.  Deputies located a spray can of black rubberized automotive undercoating in 

the yard of  Inglewood Avenue.  Samples from the wall’s southern section and the spray 

can were sent to a laboratory.  Testing determined that the sample taken from the wall was 

consistent with the contents of the spray can.   
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Ballistics Analysis 

 

A single expended 9mm cartridge case was recovered near a trash can between the shower stall 

and the toilet.  Based on witness statements and examination of Quintero’s service weapon, 

detectives determined that a single round had been fired.   

 

Evidence of Active Gang Membership 

 

Neighborhood Gang Graffiti 

Lennox 13 graffiti20 was painted in various locations on Inglewood Avenue in the vicinity of 

 Inglewood Avenue, including a sidewalk, the front of a neighboring multi-unit housing 

complex, a manhole cover, and a trash dumpster.  

  

Items Found in  Inglewood Avenue Residence 

Several items found inside the residence at  Inglewood Avenue21 indicated Lennox 13 

gang membership.  In the corner of the living room were a notebook and binder with Lennox 13 

writings and symbols similar to the graffiti found in the neighborhood.  Brian F.’s moniker 

“Diablo” and other gang monikers were found in the notebook and binder.  Two decorative 

wooden knives were displayed on a shelf.  One knife was etched with “DXABLO LNX 13.”22  

The other knife was etched with “WILLIE LNX 13.”  

 

Cellular Phone Analysis23 

Cellular phones were recovered from Brian F. and Christian R.  Corral indicated he did not own 

a cellular phone.   

 

Detectives examined the digital contents of Brian F.’s cellular phone.  Several photographs 

depicted Brian F.’s gang activity, including the display of Lennox 13 gang signs.  Text messages 

documented Brian F.’s active membership in Lennox 13, including his use of the moniker 

“Diablo.”  Other text messages indicated Brian F.’s possession of, and access to, various 

handguns between December 2015 and July 2016.   

 

                                                           
20 In various forms, including:  “Lennox,” “Lennox 13,” “LNX,” and “The NOX.” 
21 Barbara B. told detectives that the household consisted of Barbara B.’s parents, Brian F., Barbara B., and two 

young children.   
22 The letter “X” is often substituted for other letters; here for the “I” in DIABLO. 
23 Cellular phones were examined pursuant to a search warrant. 
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Detectives examined the digital contents of Christian R.’s cellular phone.  Several photographs 

depicted Christian R. and Brian F. displaying Lennox 13 gang signs.  Other photographs and text 

messages indicated Christian R.’s involvement in gang activity.  

 

Law Enforcement Contacts and Documentation 

In August 2016, Detective Imelda Bottomley of LASD Operation Safe Streets Bureau was 

specially assigned to investigate the Lennox 13 criminal street gang.  In addition to reviewing the 

above items, Bottomley also reviewed Field Interview Reports (FIRs) used by law enforcement 

to document contacts with suspects.  Bottomley located several FIRs for Brian F., Christian R., 

and Corral, in which each of the men had admitted Lennox 13 gang membership.  In addition, 

Bottomley had personal contact with Brian F. and Corral in the past, during which they admitted 

they were active members of Lennox 13.24   

 

 

 

   

 

LEGAL ANALYSIS 

 

California law permits the use of deadly force in self-defense or in the defense of another if the 

person claiming the right actually and reasonably believed that he or another was in imminent 

danger of great bodily injury or death.26  People v. Randle (2005) 35 Cal.4th 987, 994; People v. 

Mercer (1962) 210 Cal.App.2d 153, 161.   

 

In protecting himself or another, a person may use that amount of force which he believes 

reasonably necessary and which would appear to a reasonable person, in the same or similar 

circumstances, to be necessary to prevent imminent injury.  CALCRIM No. 505. 

 

In California, the evaluation of the reasonableness of a police officer’s use of deadly force 

employs the standard of a reasonable person acting as a police officer.  People v. Mehserle 

(2012) 206 Cal.App.4th 1125, 1146 (holding that California law “follows the objective 

‘reasonable person’ standard—the trier of fact is required to evaluate the conduct of a reasonable 

person in the defendant's position [citations omitted] . . . the jury should consider all relevant 

circumstances surrounding the defendant's conduct.  This enables the jury to evaluate the 

conduct of a reasonable person functioning as a police officer in a stressful situation—but this is 

not the same as following a special ‘reasonable police officer’ standard.”) 

                                                           
24 Felix also reported past contact with Brian F. in which Brian F. admitted Lennox 13 gang membership.   

  

 

 
26 A police officer’s right to act in self-defense or in the defense of another is not vitiated by a separate constitutional 

violation preceding the shooting.  “An excessive force claim is a claim that a law enforcement officer carried out an 

unreasonable seizure through a use of force that was not justified under the relevant circumstances.  It is not a claim 

that an officer used reasonable force after committing a distinct Fourth Amendment violation such as an 

unreasonable entry.”  County of Los Angeles v. Mendez (2017) 137 S.Ct. 1539, 1547, emphasis added.   
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“The ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a 

reasonable officer on the scene, rather than the 20/20 vision of hindsight…. The calculus of 

reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make 

split-second judgments—in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving—about 

the amount of force that is necessary in a particular situation.”  Graham v. Connor (1989) 490 

U.S. 386, 396-397.   

 

Where the peril is swift and imminent and the necessity for action immediate, the law does not 

weigh in too nice scales the conduct of the assailed and say he shall not be justified in killing 

because he might have resorted to other means to secure his safety.  People v. Collins (1961) 189 

Cal.App.2d 575. 

 

CONCLUSION27 

 

When Quintero saw Brian F. painting the wall with “Lennox 13” – a fact corroborated by 

another witness – Quintero stopped his car for a routine vandalism investigation.  Quintero 

ordered Brian F. to step forward, but Brian F. refused to comply.  The situation became further 

complicated by the fact of Brian F. being under the influence and by Christian R. and Corral’s 

aggressive confrontation of Quintero.  Quintero found himself outnumbered by three gang 

members.  He knew he was in a neighborhood claimed by the Lennox 13 criminal street gang, 

and from a previous six-year assignment to the area, he knew the culture and ways of criminal 

street gangs, including Lennox 13.  He found himself alone in their territory and faced with an 

unexpected situation that caused him concern for his safety.  Christian R. confirmed Quintero’s 

concern, telling investigators that he could tell Quintero “feared for his life” and was “scared.”  

As a result, Quintero was unable to detain any of the individuals at that time.   

 

When the three men left and the concern for his safety ended, Quintero called for local backup 

units and began searching for Brian F.  Several minutes passed and he located Brian F. standing 

alone in front of his residence at  Inglewood Avenue, a few hundred feet south of the 

original encounter.  Quintero called to Brian F., but Brian F. again refused to comply with orders 

and retreated inside the residence.  Backup units arrived a few moments later.  Quintero and 

Felix stood in front of the house and Christian R. emerged from within.  Though Quintero was 

now accompanied by a backup unit, he found himself again being confronted by Christian R. 

who repeatedly questioned, “What seems to be the problem?”  Brian F. simultaneously yelled 

from inside that he would not come out of his house.  After a brief interaction, Christian R. came 

outside and was detained by Felix.   

 

As Felix escorted Christian R. to the police vehicle, Quintero addressed Brian F. through the 

security gate of the front door.  Quintero saw Brian F. through the open doorway inhaling from 

the duster can, sweating profusely, swaying side to side, and with bloodshot eyes.  Brian F. 

continued to refuse to comply with commands, telling Quintero that he would not come out of 

                                                           

27 The deputy involved shooting of Corral occurred after Quintero entered the residence to arrest Brian F.  

Generally, police officers must obtain an arrest warrant or search warrant before entering a private residence to 

arrest an individual.  Any potential issues and justifications related to the warrantless entry – including the effect of 

Barbara B.’s consent to the subsequent search that led to the shooting – are subjects of an analysis that, pursuant to 

Mendez, have no bearing on this review.   
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the house and that Quintero could not come in. Quintero entered to detain Brian F. Instead of
submitting, Brian F. physically resisted, pushing Quintero’s hands away and yelling repeatedly,
“Get the fuck out of my house!” Felix returned a few moments later and the deputies were able
to arrest and remove Brian F. without further incident.

Quintero spoke with Barbara B. at that time in order to ascertain the whereabouts of Corral.
Quintero believed Corral was hiding inside because he had last seen him walking with Christian
R. in the direction of the residence. Barbara B. stated that she had been inside her room prior to
Brian F.’s arrest and did not know if anyone else was inside.

Quintero’s later-confirmed belief that all three men were Lennox 13 gang members, and his
knowledge that Lennox 13 gang members often carry weapons, reasonably led him to believe
that Corral might be armed and hiding within the home, in a position to attack the deputies. The
first two arrestees proved obstructive and resistive. It was reasonable to believe that Corral was
likewise being uncooperative.

Prior to their search of the house, Delgadillo and Barbara B. discussed, out loud for Corral to
hear, that the deputies were going to search the home. Delgadillo and Quintero announced they
were sheriff’s deputies and ordered anyone in the house to come forward. Corral had heard the
announcements as early as Brian F.’s detention, yet for unexplained reasons he did not come out
from hiding.

Quintero and Delgadillo began their search of the rooms. Due to the potential danger that might
ensue from the search for Corral, Quintero had Barbara B. exit the home. Both Delgadillo and
Quintero drew their service weapons as they began clearing the rooms. Quintero entered the
bathroom and saw a narrow corridor at a 90-degree angle to the left.

The situation was tactically precarious from Quintero’s perspective. The corridor was raised on
a platform above the vestibule, at a sharp angle; and Quintero was presented with an obscured
shower space at the proximate left corner. Quintero positioned himself partially into the narrow
corridor with one foot on the raised platform, the other remaining on the lower vestibule level.
Not knowing if the curtain hid behind it an empty space or an assailant, he pushed the shower
curtain open. He immediately saw Corral in very close proximity, standing or sitting directly
behind the shower curtain. According to the accounts of both Corral and Quintero, Corral had
his hands raised and within one foot of Quintero’s extended firearm. Quintero said that Corral
reached for the weapon and he feared Corral would obtain the weapon and use it on Quintero.
Quintero fired a single round in response. The events transpired quickly and there was very little
time for Quintero to think, because Corral’s hands were so close to the weapon from the moment
the curtain was moved. The narrowness of the space also necessarily put the two men close
together and limited Quintero’s response options.

If Corral did in fact reach toward Quintero’s weapon, it would be reasonable for Quintero to
employ the force chosen in order to protect himself. He was forced to make a split-second
judgment in circumstances that were tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving. Corral offered an
alternative account of events in which he did not reach for the weapon, but merely had his hands
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up and extended, though admittedly within one foot of Quintero’s weapon. Even given Corral’s
account, it cannot be proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the use of force was unreasonable.

As a result, the evidence presented is insufficient to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
Quintero’s actions were unlawful. Accordingly, the District Attorney’s Office declines to initiate
criminal prosecution. We are closing our file and will take no further action in this matter.


